Track Removal

Progress Rail’s mobile take up crews are ready to put their expertise to work retiring abandoned track or cleaning up the right-of-ways behind your steel gang. Our fleet of on-track trucks is equipped with reverser boxes enabling full speed reverse movements, and are capable of pulling loaded cars. Whether its one mile or 100 miles, we have the crews and equipment to get the job done quickly and safely.
Rail & OTM Sorting

Progress Rail offers creative ways to maximize the value of your material. We have the equipment and experience to either sort on site or bring the material to our sorting facility. There, we have the capability to unload, sort, inspect and grade your material to current industry standards. In addition, we have the ability to Ultrasonically Test (UT) your relay rail to make sure there are no defects going back into track.

Relay/Used Material

Whether your requirement is for Rail & OTM, complete turnout packages or a single trackwork component, Progress Rail facilities can fulfill your requirements. Our inspectors grade used rail and OTM to a strenuous industry standard to make sure you get a quality product. Our extensive trackwork experience and re-manufacturing capabilities enable us to provide trackwork to your specification and quality.

Regardless of your requirements, new or relay, you can expect the quality and quick turnaround between order and jobsite delivery that sets us apart from the competition. In addition, we also purchase or trade for your surplus inventory such as rail, plates, frogs, points and switch stands.

Products
- Relay Rail
- Tie Plates
- Reroll Rail
- Anchors
- Piling Rail
- Joint Bars
- Switch Points - Rebuilt or Cut from Relay Rail
- Reconditioned Frogs - RBM, SMSG or Rigid Bolted
- Reconditioned Switch Stands